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Dry baits require no water to haul and cost 20 cents to 90 cents to treat small to large 
mounds. Baits should be applied in the grass AROUND THE EDGE OF MOUNDS SO 
AS NOT TO DISTURB THE MOUND IN ANY WAY.  As baits deteriorate, use up 
baits with neighbors and friends who are less able to kill mounds, since any mounds near 
you will release winged fire ants which will invade you!  Use up all bait by early winter 
and buy fresh to store for use in late winter and early spring.  Do not break the vacuum 
seal on these bait containers until they are needed to kill fresh mounds. 
 
Contact granular chemicals and liquid chemicals often require hauling water but act faster 
than baits.  They may be cheaper or more expensive to apply per mound than baits, 
depending on the product chosen and how it is used.  However they may require more 
labor and time to apply.  They can be quite toxic to handle, so use with caution. 
 
DO NOT USE GASOLINE OR KEROSENE to drench fire ant mounds.   It poisons all 
nearby plants and poisons the soil for many months thereafter.  Eventually these liquids 
filter down and poison groundwater.   They are less effective than many legally labeled 
fire ant insecticides and ARE THE MOST EXPENSIVE WAY TO TREAT, costing as 
much as over $ 4 – $ 6 to treat a single mound deep enough to kill all queens. 
 
To check a mound for activity, DO NOT DISTURB IT IN ANY WAY IF YOU ARE 
NOT PREPARED TO TREAT IT WITHIN SECONDS.  If you step on a mound, mow 
the top, or disturb it by scratching or kicking the top, or pouring too little chemical into it, 
the surviving ants IMMEDIATELY tunnel in new directions underground to carry the 
queens to safe new locations, then resurface.   Instead, assemble your bait, granular, or 
liquid drench chemicals and then perform a LIGHT scratch test on the crust of the mound 
at one edge.   If boiling ants emerge, begin treatment RIGHT AWAY.   Baits, put out in 
late afternoon will be taken in right away as disturbed ants settle down and take it 
underground.    Chemical granules, water soaks, and drenches of liquid chemicals must 
begin in seconds and be thorough enough to penetrate to all the queens to be successful. 
 
You may check again with the light scratch test in 5-6 days to see if re-treatment is 
needed.  If you have previously marked the mound with lime you may do so again as you 
retreat.  Some mounds will be less easy to kill than others. 
 
January through early May – Fire Ants are underground on cold days, aboveground 
active and foraging AND WILLING TO ATTACK on warm sunny days when air 
temperatures rise above 50 degrees Fahrenheit.  Very cold rainy winters may kill many 
fire ant mounds naturally. 
 
Scout for mounds every week on sunny southern and western exposures of ditches, 
curbs, slopes facing the sun, and edges of sidewalks, driveways, and building walls that 



face the sun. Detect ants out foraging with a few crushed potato chips left on the mound 
on calm days or a sliver of hot dog left on mounds on windy days.  When foraging ants 
are detected bait them around the edges  of the mound, applying the bait mid-day after 
dew has dried and while temperatures are warm  while the sun shines.  WINGED 
SWARMS do not often occur in these cool months. 
 
Mark all mounds after treating them using several cheap small scoopfuls of fine white 
powdered lime available at many hardware stores, garden centers, and the garden 
departments of big box chain stores.  Spots of white lime stand out for several weeks, 
alerting people to the mound while these “mound markers” let you know which mounds 
you’ve already discovered and treated and which are new mounds in your yard.   The 
lime eventually fades into the soil where it does good to plant growth.  DO NOT 
IMPLANT FLAGS OR STICKS IN MOUNDS OR VERY CLOSE TO MOUNDS. ANY 
DISTURBANCE TO THE MOUND, INCLUDING THE WAVING OF A METAL 
WIRE FLAG, MAY BE ENOUGH TO TRIGGER THE ANTS TO TUNNEL 
UNDERGROUND UP TO 120 FEET IN ANY DIRECTION TO MOVE THE QUEENS.  
MOUNDS WITH SEVERAL QUEENS MAY MOVE THEM IN DIFFERENT 
DIRECTIONS SPLITTING MOUNDS INTO SEVERAL NEW MOUNDS.  
 
May through June – Scout every three days for Fire Ant mounds begin to grow and 
spread. The warmer the weather the faster their mounds grow and spread.  This is a 
critical time to bait mounds and treat mounds, because every mound killed INCLUDING 
THE QUEENS IN THE BOTTOM OF THE MOUND, the fewer mounds that will create 
WINGED SWARMS later in the summer.  Preserve native ant mounds since all other 
ants will attack winged fire ant queens and compete for food with fire ant colonies. 
Preserve other native enemies of fire ants such as small snakes, lizards, the velvetine ant 
and other docile solitary wasps that hover near the ground all summer. 
 
 
June – early November – Scout Your Property Every Day !  Fire ants are more apt 
to swarm on the wing in rainy periods than dry periods, but they can build up and 
swarm without warning in any year.   Keep your preferred chemical controls handy at 
all times and treat mounds promptly when you first notice them.  Spots of mound 
marker lime are a cheap and not disturbing way to alert people to the presence of 
mounds and signal to yourself and others that that mound has been treated or re-treated. 
 
Be aware that fire ants exit their nests in summer flood waters and float as a living 
raft of thousands of stinging ants.  This is especially important to know in hurricanes.  
During and after hurricanes, emergency personnel may not be able to respond 
promptly to help persons with many bites or who suffer anaphylactic shock from 
only a few bites. 
 
November – December   Scout your property every week and kill new mounds you 
haven’t previously treated and marked.   Perform the light scratch test with a key or a pen 
on the crust of the mound at its edges to make sure all mounds are totally dead by 
winter’s arrival. 


